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As the film industry transitions to digital, these companies are rapidly expanding their ability to
capture and manipulate images efficiently. Some companies use software to direct the camera; for

example, Autodesk recently released its 'Rendering Engine for Cinema 4D,' which allows the
company's 3D animation tools to be used to improve the look of digital videos. Others, such as Real-
Time Worlds and Apple Computer, use cameras with built-in software. Many of today's major video

services offer automated software to direct the cameras. These cameras are connected to a hosting
server, which communicates with the order. A command sent to the hosting server instructs the

server to cause the camera to perform a series of actions. The server then sends the resulting video
feed back to the user. The same software can also be used for both live and post-event video

management. Software companies such as Apple, Adobe and Real-Time Worlds design their cameras
and software in ways that are compatible with each other. The cameras are designed to work with

operating systems that have an SDK, such as iOS or Mac OS X. Once the camera has been
configured, it can be accessed and used in a variety of software applications. The same software can
be used for both live and post-event video management. The software typically detects a camera by
looking for one of several standard video codes known as 'tags'. This works with both video stills, as
well as video. Software products that use this technology often require a special digital camera and
can be loaded onto a computer or other device. The software then detects the camera, and prompts

the user for a few simple commands. The software can be directed to take a still image, record
video, take a video clip, and perform other tasks. Some software products also provide a means to
share a video over the Web or to email the video. One of the best examples is Real-Time Worlds's
AnyCam software. This product captures video from a wide variety of digital cameras and video
cameras, including 360-degree cameras. AnyCam is available for both Windows PCs and Macs. It

uses a menu-driven interface for easy use. AnyCam utilizes new software techniques that allow it to
detect and use a number of devices. The same computer can be used to set up and control multiple

different cameras at the same time. Cameras are connected directly to the computer and to a
server. AnyCam transfers all of the captured video streams into a single, central stream.
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